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DRUG CONTAMINATION OR ADULTERATION 

                 This refers to the presence of organism or foreign material that makes a drug preparation 

impure. It is the illicit drugs that are dangerous to the health and well-being of people because of 

the substantial and unwholesome nature. 

                           ASSOCIATED PUNISHMENT FOR DRUG CONTAMINATION  

• Seizure of the contaminated drugs 

• Detention 

• Burning of the contaminated drugs  

• Long term imprisonment of the culprit 

• Death sentence as abstained in Saudi Arabia and Libya. 

 

The government agencies changed with the controlling of the quality of the product and 

the sale and consumption of the food items in Nigeria markets among others include 

• Standard organization of Nigeria (SON) 

• National Agency for Food and Drug Administration and Control (NAFDAC) 

Week 5                  CRIMES AND NATIONAL SECURITY 

                    National security is the concerted effort made or measures taken by the federal 

government of Nigeria to secure and guarantee safety of life and property and ensure that people 

live peacefully in an environment without any form of hindrance, threat or intimidation by any 

group or individual. 

It is also the aggregate requirement to maintain the survival of the state through the use of 

economic power, diplomatic power projection and political superiority. 

Before it is mostly focused on military capabilities but today, it is a collective effort by the various 

security agencies like the military, paramilitary, S.S.S, police immigration etc. 

For national security to be adequate, the nation needs to possess, 

• Economic security  

• Energy security  

• Environmental security  

• Food security 

So as to forestall security threats of conventional foes from other national state and the non-actors 

like violence from Boko Haram, Militancy, Pipeline vandals, Oil bunkers etc. 
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NATIONAL SECURITY MEARSURES 

In order to ensure national security, these measures are to be taken, 

1. Use of diplomacy to rally allies and isolate threats  

2. Provision of fairer allocation of revenue and responsibilities between the component parts 

of the nation  

3. Establishment of early warning and response system that will detect conflict  

4. Using intelligence service to detect crime and defeat or avoid threat and to protect classified 

information  

5. Maintaining effective armed force 

6. Marshalling economic power facilitate or compel co-operation  

7. Implementing civil defense and emergency prepared measures including anti-terrorism 

legislation  

8. Mainstreaming conflict prevention by establishing structures and processes that promo0t 

an peaceful co-existence within the national frame work  

Week:6        

                                                  CRIMES THAT AFFECT NATIONAL SECURITY 

• PIPELINE VANDALISM: This is the willful or deliberate act of damaging petroleum pipelines 

with the sole aim of sealing crude oil and associated petroleum products. The vandals drill opens 

the pipe and siphon the content in it. After carting away with the petroleum products, they allow 

the opened sport to spill out petrol, kerosene, or diesel to waste. 

The effect is that the spillage pollutes the environment. People lose their lives when the petroleum 

product catch fire. 

Also, it slows down the economic and governmental properties in the country because the 

national revenue has been stolen. 

• DRUG TRAFFICKING: This is the illegal trading on harmful drugs and it involves the 

cultivation, manufacturing, distribution, storage, selling. And consumption of substances which 

are prohibited by law. E.g Cocaine, Heroine, Marijuana, etc. 

Trafficking on drugs is a great threat to national security because; 

1. It brings battle between the security personnel and the drug bandits will result into heavy 

losses in human and material resources. 

2. The youth who take hard drugs are most at times rendered useless. 

3. Drug traffickers use illegal entry points into the country. 

4. Violence and other social conflict are traceable to hard drug influence. 

5. Resistance and disobedience in homes and society are due to hard drugs. 

6. Drug traffickers aid money laundering. 

7. The overall national economic life is weakened by the passage of hard and other harmful 

substances into the country. 
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• HUMAN TRAFFICKING: Human trafficking involves restricting, transporting 

and transferring of persons across borders with the intention and purpose of 

deceiving and exploiting the person trafficked. Its effect is as follows; 

1. It weakens the economic activities of the home country. 

2. It brings untimely death to the frustrated victims of human trafficking. 

3. It gives room for life of crime addiction and sexual violence. 

4. It over tasks the national security. 

5. It is a form of brain drain. 

6. It is a way of losing a human resource. 

7. It brings about the problem of reintegration  

• ILLEGAL BUNKING: Illegal bunking is an embarrassing and unpleasant 

the fil of oil and other related items. It is the act or process of unfaithfully 

supplying a strip with fuel without the required statutory approvals and valid 

documents. 

 

The effects of illegal bunkering is that; 

I. There is the siphoning of the main source of the Nigeria economy for private gains.  

II. Fueling insecurity. 

NOTE: A bunker can be the compartment or tank in a ship for fuel storage.   

• TERRORISM: Terrorism is the use of violent action in order to achieve political 

aims, subdue individuals and groups because of incompatible interests and goals. 

                   

                                    INSTRUMENTS OF TERROISM 

The following are the instruments used in terrorism; 

a) Matchets: These are hand axe improvised canister or tear gas, arrows, bows etc. 

b) Small arms and light weapons: This comprise of hand guns, rifle, grenades, machines 

guns, mortars and other portable devices. 

c) Land mass: This is used not only to kill but to maim and spread fear and terror among 

those who experience the cruel damage that they inflict Examples are the several bomb 

blasts laid by the book haram group in the northern states of Nigeria land mimes used by 

the Biafran and Nigerian armies during the 30 months civil war (1967-1970). 

d) Nuclear weapons: These are weapons like an atomic bomb. 

e) Biological and chemical: This includes the use deadly bacteria like anthrax or virus such 

as small pox to attack the enemies and the threat of chemical weapons such as poison gas. 

f) Arson: This is the crime of deliberately setting fire to something especially a building. 

People deliberately set fire on building and properties of others, pipe vandals after drilling 

open the pipeline and allow the petroleum product to spill out and easily catch fire, spread 

to buildings and farmlands where fire consumes everything on the affected areas. 

g) Importation of expired food and drugs: This denotes deliberate importation of expired 

food and drugs. The Nigerian business men and women internationally ask their oversea 

partners to produce fake and inferior goods and this weakens the national security. 
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The problem of importation of expired food and drugs are made worse because of; 

a) Corruption at high and low places. 

b) Porous borders. 

c) God fatherism. 

d) weak and ineffective laws. 

e) Bad leadership. The general attitude of the members of the society. 

 

 


